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MADE IN CANADA
CANADIANS

FROM ORIGINAL CANADIAN IDEAS AND CANADIAN

RAW MATERIAL
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Interior of the Dairy Stables at the Ontario Agriculture College, Guelph, Ont.,

Showing Superior Sanitary Steel Equipment.



Dear Sir:

It is with pleasure I forward to you this book illustrating and
describing my Sanitary Steel Stable Fittings developed from years
of practical experience and hard work.

There has been a wonderful development in Sanitary Steel
Stabling in the last few years, and the pace was set from my or-
iginal ideas and inventions, other firms, seeing the practical
advantages in my Superior Equipment, have tried to imitate them.
When I first introduced the Superior Boltless Stall Olamp other
firms used clamps with two and three bolts, which were clumsy and
unsanitary, then they began to think, and one by one have reduced
the number to 1-bolt, but the Superior has no bolts or rough edges,
no crevices or cracks, and makes the joint more secure. They have
tried the positive gravity stanchion lock, and the rotating
stanchion but not to do the work quite so well as the Superior.
They have tried in vain to make a universal Adjustable Stanchion.

I took as my trade mark "The Superior Way," now there are many
other ways. But there is only one right way to stable stock and
that is the "Superior Way."
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The stockmen and dairymen of this country have not been slow
to see the advantages in my Superior Equipment, when I tell you
that my business over doubled itself last year. I want you to read
this book through carefully and be posted on stable equipment, read
what others think of my equipment. I

can supply you with an equipment, whether
it be large or small, that cannot be
equalled in America. If you use Superior
fittings I know you will be thoroughly
satisfied. If I satisfy you I know I

-^ ^
have your good will and oo-operation.
If I please you, you will speak of me as
you know me, and your neighbour will
install ray fittings.

Co-operate with me as hundreds of
others have done, and install Superior
Sanitary Steel Equipment.

YOURS FOR BETTER STABLES



Trotter Bros.'s Stable. Lindsay, Ont.

Venosta, Que.,

February 15th, 1915.

The Superior Barn Equipment Co.,

Fergus, Ontario.

Gentlemen:

—

In regard to the stalls which I purchased from j'ou, I am pleased

to tell you that they have been more than you recommended. There is

no question in my mind but you have the best Steel Stalls and Stable

Kquipm€nt made.

Yours truly,

JOHN COYLE,
Venosta, Que.

Sweetsburg, Quebec,

February 13th, 1915.

The Superior Barn Equipment Co.,

Fergus, Ont.

Dear Sirs:

—

This certifies that I am using one of your Barn Equipment, in

which it affords me much pleasure in recommending your make to be

the very best on the market.

Am delighted with the Equipment in every way, and would highly

recommend it to any intending purchaser.

In closing I would just say that your method of doing business has

proved more than satisfactory.

Wishing you every success, I am

Yours very truly,

E. T. STRANGE.
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Read What the Leading Stock and Dairymen Think of Superior Equipment

To use wood in your stable is a mistake. Failure in business is not caused through making mistakes,

but in making the same mistake twice.

SUPERIOR Sanitary Steel Stable Fittings cost less than wood. HUNDREDS OF STABLES
are fitted with Superior Equipment throughout Canada, and the strongest evidence we can give is what

others think of the " SUPERIOR WAY."

The different letters throughout this book from men who know, confirm our claims of the Super-

iority of the practical advantage embodied in Superior Equipment. Read these letters.

Eossmore, Ont., Felx 24th, 1915.

The Superior Barn Equipment Co.,

Fergus, Ontario.

Gentlemen:—In reply to your communication of the tenth instant,

I must offer an apology for not answering sooner.

Your equipment has been installed and in use about four months,

and it is perfectly satisfactory in every way. The self-regulating water

bowls work splendidly, while the stalls and stanchions have ample
strength and are neat in design. The adjustable stanchion is by far

the best I have ever seen. I had no idea the steel stalls and stanchions

would add so much to the appearance of the stable, as well as the stock,

by keeping them so clean.

In closing I can truthfully recommend your stable equipment to

anyone who wants the best. As to your method of doing business, I

have been well satisfied and have found it a real pleasure. Wishing
you every success in your work, I am

Yours truly, JAMES S. BARBER.

Hanon, Feb. 25th, 1915.

Mr. Geo. P. Maiide,

Fergus, Ontario.

Gentlemen:

—

Some time ago I purchased some of your Superior Stanchions from
your agent, and must say that I am highly pleased with them, as they

work so free and easy—I consider the cattle have every comfort with

them. The swivel at top and bottom, allowing them to turn so far

that it does not interfere with cattle licking themselves. I also like

the way they can be changed from tieing smaller cattle, as I have one

row that ties from calves up to grown cows. .,

Thanking you for your promptness in shipping the «rder, I remain

Yours truly, ;

H. McNALLY,
R. R. No. 3, Hannon, Ont.

P.S.—1 consider the swivel far superior to the links, both as to

durability and freedom to cattle.

-7
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Did you ever see cattle more comfortable and contended than those shown ahove? Note the high cement manger, with

lifting partitions.

8^
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OUR AIM IS TO GIVE SATISFACTION

The Meaning of the Word
" Superior

"

(From Webster's Dictionary)

I.—Higher or Greater in excellence, surpassing

others in greatness, goodness or value of any

quality.

2.—Being beyond the power or influence of. Too
great or firm to be subdued or affected by.

Superior Way is, and will coiitiiuu; to be, our motto, both in

goods and in doing business. We put nothing but the highest class

raw material in our goods, and deal with all men as we would wish

to be dealt with.

Ever since the world began, two heads

have been better than one, and, briefly, this

is just what the Superior Way offers you

—

the proven ideas, the demonstrated methods

and success, getting working plans of the

foremost stock and dairymen.

READ THIS LETTER FROM PROFESSOR G. E. DAY
Department of Animal Husbandry, Ontario

Agricultural College Guelph.

Guelph, Canada,

March 3rd, 1915.

The Superior Barn Equipment Co.,

Fergus, Ontario.

Gentlemen:

—

Replying to your favor of February 25th, I beg to say that the

stall fittings and calf pons which you supplied for our new dairy barn
are giving excellent satisfaction.

Yours truly.

6. E. DAY, B.8.A.
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Why is it a mistake to use wood in your Stables? Because,
You can install Superior Steel Stalls tor less money, your steel stable will be as fjood as new loiifr alter the wood has

rotted out, saying nothing of the constant repairs necessary to a wood stable. Your steel stable will always be bi'ight and
airy, allowing the air and sunlight into every corner of the stable. A wood stable shuts out the light and air and soon presents
a dark, dingy appearance.

Your stock will do better in a steel stable, having more freedom, more light and air, and will be much cleaner than in a
wood stable. Your steel stable is death to filth and disease. A wood stable is a hotljcd lor l)reeding lice, filth and disease
germs. Your steel stable offers every pi'otection to the welfare of the stock; a wood stable in a short time becomes dangerous
to the stock.

Your steel stable will cut j'our chore work in two. You can tie ten head of cattle with Superior stanchions while you
woidd 1)6 tieing one with a chain, and you do not need to hug them around the neck to tie them, an(l a host of other reasons that
will reveal themselves to you when you have them in practical use.

Read what Mr. Moser and Mr. McCurdy have to say about the Superior Way.
Berlin, Out., Feb. 2:jrii, ISUO.

Mr. Geo. Maude,
Fergus, Ontario.

Dear Sir:—I feel greatly satisfied with my barn now since I have
the Superior Barn Equipment; it gives me satisfaction in every way.
It is handy, sanitary, very well lighted and equipped. One man can do
the work in less time than two formerly. My stock looks better this

winter with less feed than before.

With ihe Superior Barn Equipment the whole barn is, as it were,
one big stable, having the big windows on each side, which makes the
entire stable almost as bright as outside. The whole floor is cemented.

The horse stable is at ope end of the stable, with Superior iron
mangers and all equipments. The cattle stable extends lengthwise
through the rest of the barn, which contains a large calf pen and bull
pen. The cattle can move their heads freely in their stanchions. The
water system gives very good results; the Litter Carrier also gives me
good service and helps ine greatly to keep my stables clean. Having
my stable thus furnished with the Superior Barn Equipment, my farm
is worth considerably more, and it saves me lots of time and money. I

keep the Shorthorn cattle, and my experience is that a well-lighted,
well-furnished and clean stable improves the stock greatly.

Yours truly,

THE SPRING BROOK FARM.
Chas. W. Moser.

10-

I'aisley, Out., Fcli. Kith, 1915.

Superior Barn Equipment Co.,

Fergus, Ontario.
Dear Sirs:—My opinion of steel stalls and stanchions is: Four

years ago our young cattle were afflicted with lump jaw, and I was of

the opinion that the chain tying was the cause of a good many, so in

one of my barns I let the young cattle run loose and our stables have
been quite free from them ever since. About that time I had a young
bull, and he got so cross he would not let me put my arm over his neck
to tie the chain, and was about boss. I saw one of your bull stanchions

in Chesley; I bought it, and placed it in his pen, with the result that

he could rip up nothing. I noticed that when he pulled he always
stuck his nose out and the stanchion caught him at the back of the

ears and not on the jaws. I tried the cows in it and they did the same,

so I was convinced that stanchions would not hurt the catties' jaws.

I wrote to several firms for catalogues and price lists, but I bought the

Superior and found their goods just as represented, and your method
of doing business means on each barn a saving to the farmer of from
thirty to fifty dollars. The thirty-nine steel stalls and stanchions, bull

pen and horse stable fittings—we placed them ourselves and had no

trouble, and I do ask intending buyers around here to come and see

for themselves. Yours trulv,

JOHN McCURDY,
R. R. No. 1, Paisley, Ont.
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The Superior Way—Is The Only Way

Read Mr. Le Gallais Letter.

Sutton Jet., Feb. 24th, 1915.

Mr. Geo. P. Maude,

Mgr. Superior Barn Equipment Co.,

Fergus, Ont.

Dear Sir:—After using my stable for six

montiis after installing tlie Superior Barn
Equipment, I feel it my duty, not only as a

I'ompliment to you, for the improvement you
have made on stable equipment, but also to

show my appreciation for the equipment re-

ceived from you. Even those having the

installed have loud praises for the 'Superior

Articles." The stanchion is second to none.

The bull pen and calf pen are quite a lot

eavier than 1 have seen in any other make.
My litter carrier has lately been installed;

its the latest and best on the market in the

.shape of a manure carrier.

I might say if I were going to install an-

other stable I would first see Mr. Geo. P.

Maude, to have him plan it out and make it

convenient, and besides that you are dealing

with a thorough gentleman and a man who
knows his business.

Respectfully yours,

P. H. LE GALLAIS.
Could you imagine a cow stable so clean and bright?

11-
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These Letters Give Evidence of Satisfaction That Cannot Be Disputed

R. B. No. 2, Malton, Ont.,

February 20th, 1915.

The Superior Barn Equipment Co.,

Fergus, Ontario.

Dear Sirs:

—

In regard to your equipment you installed in my barn last fall,

beg to say the stalls and stanchions are entirely satisfactory and would

have no other, as I can fit them to a year-old heifer or a large bull. I

believe they are strong enough to stand the severest test. I have found

your equipment and your business principles strictly honest and

straight-forward.
Yours truly,

JOHN H. PKICE.

Dundalk, Ontario,

February 13th, 1915.

Mr. Geo. P. Maude,
Fergus, Ontario.

Dear Sir:

—

I think that the Superior Stable Fittings is well named. They are

superior to any stable equipment I have ever seen, and I can highly

recommend them and also your way of doing business, to any person

who is looking for an A-1 stable, as being clean, strong and affording

great comfort to the cattle. When you do business with the Superior

people you will have no cause to regret.

Yours truly.

H. H. JOHNSON.

West Shefford, Que.,

February 18th, 1915.

The Superior Barn Equipment Co.,

Fergus, Ontario.

Dear Sirs:

—

I like the stanchions fine. They certainly surpass the old-fashioned

chain—the cattle have more freedom. This stanchion is certainly

ahead of the others, being adjustable. You can tie from your

calf to a large steer with the same. In reference to the stalls,

they are much neater and do not shut off the light like the wooden

stalls. I would advise any farmer that intends to rebuild or put ir

cement floor to put in Superior Way; it is much easier to do the chores,

and cleaner.
Yours truly,

EUCLIDE MESSIER,
West Shefford, Que.

B. R. No. 2, Walkerton, Ont.,

February 16th, 1915.

The Superior Barn Equipment Co.,

Fergus, Ontario.

Gentlemen:—We fitted our stable this summer with twenty-five

single stalls and a calf pen, and I am delighted with tne satisfaction

your stanchions are giving. We were the first in this district to get

your fittings, and everybody that sees them says they cannot be beat.

The cattle are far more easily kept clean and seem to thrive better.

We also found your firm very prompt and exact in doing business,

for which we thank you very much. We were very much interested

and pleased with the cut of your litter carrier and think that will be

our next investment to improve the stable.

Wishing you every success, we remain.

Yours truly,

JACOB H. DIPPEL, per H.D.

12-



"Evergreen March."
Official Record of Performance: Milk, 365 days 26107.50 lbs.;

butter, 365 days, 1129.4 lbs.

Just the Stabling for High Record and Heavy
Producing Cows.

St. George, January 30th, 1913.

The Superior Barn Equipment Co.,

Fergus, Ontario.

Gentlemen:—In 1912 I installed your cow stalls and calf pens in
one of my barns, and they are giving good satisfaction. I believ.e the
goods are of first-rate quality and workmanship.

The locking device of the stanchion has proved very satisfactory,
as, so far, we have never had an animal unlock one of them.

I have always found the Company courteous and willing to do
everything in their power to satisfy customers.

Yours truly, G. W. CLEMONS.
Mr. demons has held the post as Secretary of the Holstein-Presian Associ-

ation for seventeen years. He also owns the 'Maple Hill" herd of Holstein-
tresians. The great cow "Evergreen March" in the picture above is the pro-
perty of Mr. Clemens.

tiPEKtOf^

Uxbridge, Feb. 18th, 1915.
The Superior Barn Equipmeni Co.,

Fergus, Ontario.

Dear Gentlemen:—I take much pleasure in writing you a few lines
of appreciation in regard to my steel stalls, stanchions and water
bowls. I can keep my cows so much cleaner and stable more sanitary
with half the work that it takes with the wood stabling. I will in the
near future take out all the wood and install all your stabling. I classmy new stable second to none. The water bowls are excellent; my
cows have increased about one-half in milk flow more with the water
bowls than they did with the old system. I also thank you kindly for
the treatment you have given me from a business standpoint. If you
have any doubting Thomas, let him write to me for any information
he may require. Thanking you again, I remain.

Yours truly,

JOHN E. SHELL.
Box 121, Uuxbridge, Ont.

13-
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Domville, Ontario,

February 13th, 1915.

The Superior Barn Equipment Co.,

Fergus, Ontario.

Do Sirs:—

In regard to your stable equipment which I installed last summer,
I am very much pleased with your adjustable rotating stanchions; they
are the most complete I have yet seen, affording the cows the most
comfort possible and yet be perfectlj- safe, as well as sanitary.

I think the calf pens are the most complete and satisfactory it is

possible to have, also your horse stalls and mangers.

Yours trulv,

-\. O. BROWN.

" Kock Mountain Dairy,'' I'owassan, Ontario.

February 25th, 1915.

Mr. Geo. 1'. Maude,

Fergus, Ont.

Dear Sir:—Replying to your letter of Feb. 10th, would say that I

consider your stanchions and stable fittings are the best made, and 1

would not give them up for anything I have seen yet—they are so con-

venient to open and close, also make so little noise in the stable, and
all seem to be got up of first-class material. With regard to your method
of doing business, you certainly give the farmer or dairymen the very

best of treatment, and in fact I believe that there is no other firm do-

ing business that gives their customers the consideration that you do.

Elmira, Ontario.

February 15th, 1915.

Superior Barn Kquij)raent Co.,

Fergu-s, Ontario.

Sirs:

—

I received your letter. I am well satisfied with my stable. The goods

are all what they were recommended to be. .Vs to 30ur business methods,

you were prompt in filling the order in good time and erecting same.

In conclusion I think it is ahead of anything I have seen so far.

Yours truly.

Yours truly. T. K. PUEDON.
EPHRIAM WEBER,

Elmira, Ontario.

14-
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The above picture shows how Superior Equipment looks after being in constant
use both winter and summer for two years.

Norwich, Ontario,

February 19th, 1915.

The Superior Barn Equipment Co.,

Fergus, Ontario.

Dear Sirs:—I take great pleasure in congratulating you on
the chiss of goods you turn out. They are extremely neat as
to some others I have seen. It seems a pleasure to go in the
.stable and see how clean and comfortable the cattle seem to

be.

It pleases me with the way, and the promptness and aecur-
11 cy, which you transact your business.

I am yours truly,

CYRUS A. SMITH,
Norwich, B. R. No. 2.

Cayuga, R. B. 'No. 1.

February 16th, 1915.

Till' Superior Barn Equipment Co.,

Fergus, Ontario.

Dear Sirs:—I installed eighteen of your stalls and stan-
chions complete last summer, and can say they are quite satis-

factory. With the rotating stanchion you never need drive a
cow back out of the stall if she does put her head in

wrong; there is no need of a second post with a rotating
stanchion, and I find the adjustable stanchion works very
satisfactory on large or small stock. Wishing you every suc-
cess, I remain

Yours sincerely.

0. H. BRUCE,
Cayuga, R. E. No. 1,

15-



Give Your Cows Half a Chance—They Will Repay You

A cow is practically a niachine which converts

raw material into milk and beef, and to get the most

ovit of her she must have comfort, abundance of

light, fresh water, pure

air and be kept clean and

properly fed. You may
stall her with feed, yet

she will not thrive or

produce profitably if

housed uncomfortably

in a dark and poorly

ventilated stable which

cannot be kept clean.

Install Superior, ever-

lasting Steel Stable Fit-

tings and your stock

will thrive and increase

their production. We have letters from different

practical men who state that their cattle thrive

better and produce more milk on less feed, and the

chore work has been cut in half, since they installed

Superior Equipment.

If you are to secure an increase in your earn-

ings the coming year,

The business end of a paying line.

that increase must come
through just such meth-

ods and plans as are

contained in " The Su-

perior Way."
You may not secure

these methods and plans

that ' * The Superior

Way" contains. You
may pay for them in

costly experience, in dis-

heartening tests, in tedi-

ous days of working,

planning and experimenting, but somehow, and

some way you must perfect new plans and ideas to

get the best results from your stock or dairy herd.

16-
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My "Superior'' Fittings Are Sold Only On Their Merits

The true wi^rtli of the goods, coiisequoiitly every niau

who installs my equipment is a satisfied customer

and a booster for me, as

the different letters in

this book go to show.

When you buy Superior

Equipment you get the

highest class goods with

original money-making
and time-saving advant-

ages contained in them,

that no other make can

boast of. It is not the

finish, but the practical

advantage embodied in

my goods which deter-

mines the working value.

When deciding on your equipment do not loose sight
of the fundamentals that go to make up a good equip-

Three cbeeis for Superior Way

ment, as some firms try to occupy the mind of a buyer
by making all kinds of free, flowery propositions.

If you have secured a

convenient lay-out for

your stable, do not spoil

it with poor fittings.

You can have the gen-

uine Superior Equip-

ment with all its ori-

ginal advantages in any
finish you desire, which

will cost you no more
than illusive imita-

tions.

Whether you have one

cow or one hundred, in-

stall my Superior Fittings you will be thoroughly

satisfied.

17-
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No.

No. 13 Clamp for attaching Stanchions
Nos. 11 and 12 to Steel Stall

aj'

No. 14 Cement Clevis for attaching
Stanchions Nos. 11 and 12 to

Cement Floor.

Stanchion No. 11 is made of good seasoned wood throughout, 2V2" x

lya " side bars, reinforced top and bottom with 3/16" steel bands,

securely riveted to the wood. This stanchion is well made, connected top

and bottom by 3 heavy links electric welded chain, equipped with a

secure bail lock ; finish, woods parts varnished, metal parts black japan.

Stanchion No. 12 is made throughout of the best steel and malleable

iron. The side bars are made of heavy U liar steel, with the round sides

turned inward, affording a perfectly smooth surface for the animal's

neck. This stanchion is connected top and bottom by 3 heavy links

electric welded chain; the hinge and lock are of heavy malleable iron.

The lock is the same as is used in the Superior Standard Stanchion,

completely encased, and cannot be opened by the animal, yet it is the

simplest stanchion to open by the attendant made. Like all other makes
of Superior stanchions, it is equipped with the lock open device. It is a

neat, well made, stronge, durable, safe and inexpensive stanchion, and
contains all the feature of any other make ; finished either in aluminum
of black japan.

Superior Chain hung Standard
Wood stanchion

No. 12 Superior Chain
hung Standard Steel

stanchion

18-



No. 15 Superior Standard
Gravity Lock, Rotating

Steel Stanchion

TJiF"^
^tJPEf^loB

^.-^

17 Superior Top Attachment for either
Superior Standard, or Superior Ad-
justable Rotating Stanchions for

either Wood or Steel Stalls

No. 18 Superior Swivel Slide Bottom Attachment
for either Superior Standard or Superior Ad-

justable Rotating Stanchions, for either
Wood or Cement Floors.

Stanchion No. 15 is made throughout of the best steel and malleable

iron. The sidebars are of heavy U bar steel, with their rounded sides

turned inwardly, affording a perfectly smooth surface on the animal's

neck. It is connected top and bottom by means of a heavy swivel, and is

equipped with the Superior- lock open device and gravity stanchion

lock, thoroughly incased and absolutely safe.

The hinge is e(}uipped with the Superior' Swivel slide, which allows

the stanchion to rotate, and at the same time provides for the comfort
of the animal when getting up or lying down. This is undoubtedly the

most perfect stanchion made in a standard stanchion. It is neat, thor-

oughly well made, strong, durable and absolutely cow-proof. Finished

in aluminum or black japan.

Stanchion No. 16 is the same stanchion as No. 15, with wood lining,

nicely made and fitted securely to the steel sidebars, which adds to the

appearance of the stanchion and to the comfort of the animal. Finished

in aluniiiuim or black japan, with wood lining nicely varnished.

19

No. 16 Superior, Wood Lined,
Standard. Gravity Lock, Ro-

tating Steel Stanchion.
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Patented Features in the Superior Standard Stanchions

Contained in No Other Make of Stanchion

No. 19 Shows the Superior Steel

Standard, Gravity Lock, Rotating
Staichion. Closed and At-
tached to Tube Headrail

and to Cement Curb

The Gravity Lock, completely encased, which pre-

vents dust, chaff or anything but the hand of the opera-

tor opening the lock. This with the Superior Adjustable,

is the first and only stanchion lock made that can

readily l)e opened with one hand.

The swivel I'eatiires, stronger than any chain, prac-

tically noiseless, keeps the animal in the centre of the

stall, yet gives it every freedom to card and lick itself,

get up and lie down, and provides the one big advant-

age of making it possible to tie the animal from either

side of stall. Others may tell you that their stanchions

embrace these advantages, l)Ut Superior stanchions do.

The lock open feature. This feature provides for

the locking open of the loose arm of the stanchion on

the stall post, which always keeps the loose arm in the

right place when the cattle are coming in, and over-

coming the difficulty of other swing stanchions, which

.

swing around in every position and giving difficulty

when tying in the cattle.

The Swivel Slide. This is one essential point in a

stanchion. It allows the stanchion to rotate quite freely

with the motion of the animal, and gives the animal the

most freedom when getting up and lying down. It is

self-cleaning, any dust, chaff or cut feed is removed by
the swivel ball, which works up and down in the slot Ijy

the motion of the animal, and pushed through the open-

ings at the ends of the slide provided for the purpose.

This one feature alone is an important one in a stan-

chion, and is only found on the Superior stanchions.

AH Superior stanchions are 3' 8" long inside, and
arc interchangeable. On the same height of curb they
are from 4" to 6" closer to the floor than other makes,
eonsecjuently will give the animal more comfort when
lying down.

20

No. 20 Shows the Superior Steel Standard, Gravity
Lock, Rotating Stanchion, Open to Receive

the Animal, and Attached to Steel Tube
Stall and Cement Floor



Stanchion No. 21 is made
throughout of the Ix'st grade of

steel and n>alleal)le iron, the side-

bars being made of 1 5/16" 0. D.
steel lube, solidly riveted to the

lop and bottom malleable cast-

ings. These eastings are held in

place by two %"x2y2" machine
bolts, which l)olts also determine
the adjustment of the ditiferent

sizes on the top and bottom ad-
justing clevises. The stanchion •

is ecjuipped with the Superior'

swivel, top and bottom, Superior
swivel slide, lock open device and
gravity lock, is particularly well
made and finished, and is special-

ly designed and built for heavy
stock and rough usage. The
hinge and lock have triple

strength, and without a doubt
this is the strongest and highest
class stanchion made anywhere
at any price. Finished in galvan-
ized, aluminum and black japan.

Stanchion No. 23 is made of
the best quality steel, malleable
iron and "Georgia Pine." The
sidebars are made of No. 1

Georgia Pine, II/2 x 2" square,
with corners nicely champered

^PEW w^
ol¥; these sidebars are snugly
fitted into square malleable
sockets at top and bottom, and
securely held in place by malle-
able lugs. Like No. 21, this stan-
chion is equipped with the uni-
versal adjustment from 5" to 10",
gravity lock, swivel top and bot-
tom, swivel slide, lock open de-
vice, etc., and is built for' heavy
stock and rough usage. It is ex-
ceptionally well made, with fine,

attr'active finish. The metal par-ts

are finished in aluminum or black
japan, and the wood in natural
color' are iricely variushed.

Stanchion No. 24. lu every
respect has the same constr-uction

as No. 21, with the exception of

the sidebai's, which are round, be-

ing 1%" in diameter and made
of the best ash and rock elm, well

fitted and r'iveted iirto the malle-

al)le sockets, top and l)ottom. It

is well made and finished, and
gives the finest appearance of

any stanchion made. Metal parts

finished in aluminum or black
japan, the wood sidebars being
nicely varnished.

No. 21 Superior, Adjustable,
Botatlng, Steel Sidebar

Stanchion

No. 23 Superior, Adjustable
Rotating, Square Wood

Sidebar Stanchion

21

No. 24 Superior, Adjustable
Rotating, Round Wood

Sidebar Stanchion
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Stanchion No. 25,

shows the Superior Ad-

justable Rotating Stan-

chion, closed and set at

5", its smallest size,

connected at the top to

a steel head rail and to

a cement floor.

Stanchion No. 26,

shows the Superior Ad-

justable Rotating Stan-

chion closed and set at

10", its largest size,

connected at the top to

a steel headrail and to

a cement floor.

Stanchion No. 27,

shows the Superior Ad-

justing Rotating Stan-

chion, set at 7" and

open ready to receive

the animal, connected

to a steel tube stall and

cement floor.

Stanchions No. 21,

23 and 24 aie all equip-

ped with this adjust-

ment.

No. 26 No. 26

-22
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The Superior Adjustable Rotating Stanchion

1. It is a complete rotating stanchion, which means that

you can tie your cattle from either side, also that your cattle

will have the maximum of freedom consistent with cleanli-

ness. In this stanchion a cow can lick her rump, apparently

with as much ease as when pastur-

ing in the meadow. Yet she is kept

perfectly aligned on the gutter,

giving absolute cleanliness.

2. It has a swing adjustment

on the bottom, which gives the

animal absolute freedom when
getting up and lying down, thus

successfully overcoming the fault

of so many ties which are doubt-

less the cause of sore knees.

3. It has either wood or steel

sidebars.

4. It has a gravity lock

which is absolutely cow-proof, the

lock and thumb latch being well

set down in the malleable casting

of the loose arm, which can only be released by the operator

or attendant.

5. It has triple strength on the lock and hinge where
strength is needed.

ITS ADVANTAGES

6. It has a universal adjustment from 5 to 10 inches, a

featui'e contained in no other make of stanchion. This means
that in less than a moment's time it can be adjusted to tie

your smallest calf or largest steer and will always hang

centrally on the stall.

7. It is made of the highest

gi'ade material that money can

buy, is thoroughly built and ele-

gantly finished.

8.. It has no extra ; this means

that when you buy a Superior

Adjustable you get a complete

stanchion with all attachments

ready to set up in your stable,

either for wood or steel stalls.

The Superior Adjustable Ro-

tating Stanchion is the only stan-

chion made that you can adjust to

tie from your smallest calf to your

largest export steer. It embraces

the strong points and overcomes

all weak points of iany other stanchion made.

The above illustration gives you a good idea of the value

in actual use of the Superior Adjustable Stanchion. The same

stanchion tieing either a calf or a large bullock.
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No. 31

Lift Out Manger Partition Stall

Post Guide

No. 33

Lift out Manger Partition Stall Post Clamp

No. 32 Lift Out Manger Partition, Cement Anchor Latch

No. 31 is made of the best quality malleable iron, secured to the

stall by a %" machine bolt, and is used as a guide and brace for the

manger partition. Finished in Aluminum or Black Japan.

No. 32 is made of the best quality malleable iron; this cement
anchor latch is set down in the cement manger wall, and holds the

outer end of the partition rigidly in place and prevents the animal
from displacing the partitions with it's nose or horns. Finished in

Aluminum or Black Japan.

No. 33 is made of the best quality of malleable iron, .secured to the

stall post by a %" machine bolt and is used to secure the partition in

place to the stall post. Finished in Aluminum or Black Japan.

No. 34 Lift Out Mesh Manger Partition

No. 34 is made of a %" high carbon round steel frame, woven with

No. 8 guage steel crimped wire, 1%" mesh. This manger partition is

well made and is the strongest partition on the market. They are

particularly adapted for use where water bowls are used on the stalls,

being the only manger partition made that can be lifted out indi-

vidually for cleaning purposes. They add greatly to the convenience

of feeding and greatly to the appearance of the stable. Finished in

.\luminum or Black Japan.

We can furnish partition 34 in either mesh or galvanized iron.
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No. 38 Raise and lower manger partition.

No. 38 is made of heavy galvanized iron, securely riveted

to 1" tee iron frame. This manger is hinged to the stall post

and is lifted by means of the crank, which is connected to a

continuous shaft the full length of the row of stalls. At

every other stall post is placed the sheave pulley No. 77, on

which is wound the cable for raising the manger partitions.

These manger partitions are all secured on the manger wall

to a continuous length of 1 5/16" tube, which supports the

outer ends of manger partitions. Fifteen partitions can easily

bo lifted in one section, if it is necessary to lift more at one

time. We supply a gear which will lift up to thirty at one

time.

No. 36 Raise and lower manger
partition stall post guide

.-^^^^^^^^

Sm P TTLouJs,

No. 75 Raise and lower manger
partition shaft bracket

No. 35 Raise and lower manger
partition stall post hinge

No. 77
Raise and lower
manger partition

pulley

No. 76 Raise and lower manger partition shaft

The advantage obtained in the use of Superior lifting

manger partitions are many. They provide for a continuous

cement trough that can readily be cleaned and kept in sani-

tary condition for watering in the manger, or with individual

water basins. They do not obstruct the light or free circula

tion of air; they prevent the animal reaching and straining

for its feed, and provide for each animal getting its proper

share.

No. 78
Raise and Lower
manger partition

crauk
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A 42 Superior Boltless Tube StaU Clamp,
with Ferrule in place connecting two

pieces of tube

Out No. 41, showing a steel clamp connected to two
pieces of tube and cut through to show how this

connection is made and the relation of the differ-

ent parts one with the other. A represents a

tube and D the tube to be connected to A. Note
the tube D has two %" holes punched 1" from thi'

end, into which the teats shown on the clamp B
and B enter holding tube D securely to tube A
when the ferrule C is driven up on to clamp B-B. No. 43 Superior Boltless Wood Clamp

No. 42 is made of the highest grade malleable iron, and

is used on all Superior stalls and pens where a joint in the

tube is to be connected. This clamp is exceptionally neat in

design, and is the strongest stall clamp made. Finished in

aluminum or black japan.

No. 43 is made of the highest grade malleable iron, and

is used on all Superior fixtures where a tube connection is

made with wood. This, along with all Superior joint con-

nections, have the patented ferrule feature.

The Superior Boltless Stall Clamp
This stall clamp makes the neatest, strongest and most

secure joint of any tube connection made. It completely

surrounds the tube, leaving no crevises or cracks to accumu-

late filth and dirt, no ragged edges, unsightly bolts or nuts

to injure the animal or shake loose. When the ferrule is

driven into place the teats on the clamp enter the holes in the

tube and connection is made to stay. We can equip your

whole stable without using a bolt.
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No. 40 Stall or Neck Obaln

No. 40 Superior stall or neck chains, made of heavy German coil electric welded

chain fitted with malleable hooks and secured to stall post by a neatly designed

malleable clamp. These chains are made for 3' 8" stalls and can be taken up in the

links according to the width of the stall. They are used to prevent the milch cow
from lying down till she has been milked, after her udder has been washed, also

to restrain the cattle from going through the manger into the feed passage. When
not in use they are unlatched and hung on the stall post.

No. 39 Superior name plates, are very neatly designed, and are made of the

highest grade of malleable iron, secured to the headrail by two 5/16" stove bolts.

These name plates add wonderfully to the appearance of the stall and to the con-

venience of keeping records of performances and breeding. To the man who keeps

registered stock or high testing cows, these name plates will be ready reference and

a money and time saver.

No. 39 Name Plate Frame.
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No. 44 is made of 1 5/16" O. D. steel tube, tirnily secured into the socket of the

iTialloable hinf>:e casting top and bottom by %" bolts, the moving bar is of %" 0. D. steel

tube, secured to the top hinge casting by a pin clamp. They are well made and finished

in aluminum or black japan.

{Jo. 44 Superior swinging stall port

The Superior Swinging Stall Posts

This device is designed to direct the animal when coming into the stall, to put its

head through the open stanchion. Swing post is connected to the stall post of each stall

on the opposite side to the way you wish the stanchion to open ; swing post hinges as it

were on the stall post and are connected at the top by one continuous bar, which connects

each ahd every swinging post in the row of stalls. When the cattle are out and the stan-

chion is open by pushing this bar a few inches the entire row of swinging posts are swung
into the opening between the stall post and the stanchion, thus closing the opening, and

making it impossible for the animal to put its head anywhere but through the open stan-

chion. These posts are all swung back out of the way by pulling the connecting bar

back. This gives the animal every freedom to turn its head to either side. The big advant-

age of the Superior swinging stall post is that they can be installed at any time after the

stalls and cement are in. With other makes it is necessary to install them when the

cement is being laid, as they are secured to cement curb independent of the steel stall,

and in most cases it is necessary to have an expert set them up, as it is difficult to get a

number in a row properly centered to freely swing together. With the Superior any

man can install them; simply attach each one to its respective stall post and 100 will

swing as freely as a dozen, as they all swing on the same centers, and it is impossible

for them to get out of adjustment.
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N3. 70 Superior Water Basin

complete

The Superior Water Bowl is

a hi^, deep bowl, nicely design-

ed, made in gray iron, with roll

oil edge to prevent injury to

the stock; fitted with a sedi-

ment chamber, brass check

valve and strainei- plate.

THE; tupg^^QB ',V;W

Superior Individual Water Bowl
The Superior Water Bowl is a big, heavy, capacious bowl. It can be

placed oil steel or wood stalls, and the supply of water is regulated with a
float. Cut No. 72 shows the water supply tank, from which the water is

piped to the float box placed in the stable ; the water is then piped from the
float box to the water bowls. As the cow drinks, the water she consumes is

automatically replenished with a fresh supply.

Read what Mr. Shell, of Uxbridge, Out., thinks of the Superior Indi-

vidual Water Bowls.
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Cut No. 6 fjives a good idea of the most i)ractical arrange-

ment to lay out the stall rows, feed alleys and manure

gutters. This arrangement provides ' for one continuous

manger without any obstruction whatever, also for one

continuous headrail and stanchion curb, and for feeding

from the one alley. This arrangement assists a great deal

in ventilation.

Note the position ol' the steel columns or Samson posts

which stand in the stall. This method is much better than

their being placed in the mangers or feeding alleys, as is so

often the case. Steel columns shoidd always be used, as they

are everlasting, strong, sanitary, present a tidy appearance

and do not obstruct the light. We are fully equipped and
can supi)ly these steel columns or Samson posts any length,

with caps.

SO-
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No. 73 Superior double curve stall

partition

Superior Steel Stall Partitions

No. 73 Superior double curve stall portition, punched and keyed, supplied either

with clamps for steel stalls or with clamp for wood posts. We can supply these parti-

tions in the following size and material : 1%" 0. D. high carbon steel tube ; 1 15/16"

O. D. high carbon steel tube ; 1%" 0. D. size, finished in black japan or aluminum
;

1 15/16" 0. D. size, finished in black japan, aluminum or hot galvanized.

No. 74 Superior single curve stall partition, punched and keyed. Supplied either

with clamps for steel stall or with clamp for wood post. We supply these pai'titions in

the following size and material: 1%" 0. D. high carbon steel tube; 1 15/16" 0. D. high

carbon steel; 1%" 0. D. size finished in black japan or aluminixm ; 1 15/16" 0. D. size,

finished in black japan, aluminum or hot galvanized.

Stall partitions should always be used, as they afford protection to the cow and to

the milker, and keeps the cow in its place. It is not an uncommon occurrence for a good

cow to be totally ruined through the cause of poor stall partitions or no partitions at all.

In the absence of stall partitions a cow lying down has no protection whatever from her

neighbor stepping on her udder. A good cow ruined in this way would more than pay

for the installation of Superior stall partitions in a very large stable.

No. 74 Superior single curve stall
partition
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Illustration No. 47 gives a splendid idea of a wood stanchion frame stall, set in

cement floor with Superior manger, Superior partitions and clamps, neck chains, and

either Superior adjustable or standard stanchions. This is a stall within easy reach of all

and is a vast improvement on the old style wood stall and chain tie.

-32-
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Superior Steel Cow Stalls

The first thing

barn or stable is to

foi' drainage, light,

should be taken to

and drainage I'rom

have a perfectly dr

ventilation and drai

of tlie stock.

to take into consideration when a new

be built is its location ; making provision

sanitation and convenience. Great care

have it so situated to have sufficient fall

the stables, thus making it possible to

•y and pure atmosphere within, as light,

nage are important factors in the welfare

When due consideration has been given the al)ove prin-

ciples, the site decided upon, etc., the plan or layout of the

stables is the next most important decision to make, as here,

with a little forethought, many a dollar can be saved in the

installing and future conveniences. The layout all depends

upon the phase of farming that is to be pursued, such as

dairying, stock raising, etc., but in any case conv,enience for

watering, feeding, stalling and cleaning out ai'c the principles

which add to the dividends of the proprietor, and to secure

these principles it is necessary to have the stalls, mangers,
floors, etc., constructed of steel and cement.

On the following pages we illustrate different styles of

Superior Sanitary Steel Cow Stalls, which embrace many
points of advantage in convenience, durability, comfort and
protection to the cattle over any other make of stalls manu-

factured. Take particular notice of their neat design and

bright airy appearance. As we have said, and as you doubt-

less know, that light, good ventilation and cleanliness are the

principle factors in the production of pure milk, and the

welfare of stock in general, it is an important fact that the

light should have free access to every corner of the stable,

that fresh, pure air should have free access through the

whole stable, especially through the mangers, and the whole

design of the stable should be one of simple curves to avoid

sharp corners where chop and feed accumulate and sour,

which is a hotbed for breeding germs.

Water, too, is a vital point to be considered in the pro-

duction of pure milk and beef; the animal should have free

access to pure w^ater to obtain the best results.

A look at the following illustrations will at once con-

vince you that the Superior Steel Stall provides for all these

requirements. In a few words, the Superior Sanitary Steel

Stall combines all the advanced ideas of the foremost think-

ing stock and dairymen of to-day.

All Supei'ior Sanitary Steel Stalls are made of 1 15/16"

O. D. 12 gauge high carbon steel tube. We are the only

makers of cow stalls who put this material in our stalls.
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WE LEAD IN MODERN STEEL STABLE EQUIPMENT
ADVANTAGES IN SUPERIOR COW STALLS THAT NO OTHER MAKE CAN BOAST OF

Superior Sanitary Cow Stall

4. Universal Adjustment.

This feature provides for an adjustment in size from 5" to 10". lii

a moment of time you can adjust the stanchion to tie your smallest
calf or largest export steer, and it will always hang centrally on the

stall, an original and exclusive feature of Superior Stanchion.

1. The Superior Way.

The standard of quality and excellence in finish, material work-

manship, popular prices and straight, sound business principles.

2. Swivel Attachment.

The swivel feature, stronger than any chain, practically noiseless,

keeps the animal in the centre of the stall, yet gives it every freedom
to card and lick itself, get up and lie down and provides the one big

advantage of making it possible to tie the animal from either side of

the stall.

3. Swivel Slide Attachment.

This is one essential point in a stanchion; it allows the stanchion
to rotate freely with the motion of the animal and gives the animal
the most freedom when getting up and lying down. It is self cleaning:

any dust, chaff or cut feed is removed by the swivel ball which works
up and down in the slot by the motion of the animal and pushed
through the openings at the bottom of the slide provided for the pur

pose. This one feature alone is an important one in the stanchion, as

it prevents abortion and big knees, and is only found on Superior

Stanchion.

5. Triple Strength on Lock and Hinge.

The Superior stanchion is three times stronger on the lock and
hinge than any other makes. It has three thicknesses of metal at

these points and is secured by bolts, which is much better than rivets

used in other makes of stanchions.
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6. Steel or Wood Stanchion Side Bars.

With Superior stanchions intending purchasers have a choice of

round or square wood, round or U bar steel side bars.

7. Lock Open Attachment.

This feature provides for the locking open of the loose arm of

the stanchion on the stall post, which always keeps the loose arm in

the right place when the cattle are coming in, and overcoming the
difficulty of other swing stanchions, which swing around in every posi-

tion and giving difficulty when tieing in the cattle. This device, being
placed on the stanchion in place of the stall, prevents the animal from
injury, as it is completely out of the way.

8. Gravity Stanchion Lock.

The gravity lock is an entirely original feature in Superior
stanchions. It is absolutely cow-proof, the lock being well set down
in the malleable castings of the loose arm, which is the first and only
original stanchion lock that was absolutely cow-proof yet could be
opened with ease with one hand.

9. Close Bottom Connection.

All Superior stanchions are 3' 8" long inside and are interchange-
able. On the same height of curb they are from i" to 6" closer to the
floor than other makes, consequently will give the animal more comfort
when lying down.

10. Double Curve Stall Partition.

This adds considerably to the appearance of a stable over the
single curve partitions, provides for placing water bowls on inside of
stalls, prevents one cow from being stepped on by the other and having
her udder ruined, and allows the cow to leave its stall by turning and
walking out in place of backing out over the gutter.

11. Anchor Pins.

All Superior stall posts and partitions are provided with anchor
pins, which holds these posts more securely in the cement, than other
makes.

12. Swing Post.

This device is designed to direct the animal when coming into the
stall to put its head through the open stanchion. When the stanchion
is open and the cattle are out these posts are swung into the space

between the stanchion and stall post, for a full row of stalls, with one
operation. When the cattle are tied the swing posts are swung back
out of the way, giving the animal room to turn her head to either side.

Superior swing posts are connected to the stall posts, consequently a
whole row will operate as easily as a half dozen.

13. Neck Chains.

These chains are used to prevent the milch cow from lying down
till she has been milked after the udder has been washed, also to
restrain the cattle from going through the manger into the feed
passage when coming into their stalls; when not in use they are un-
latched and hung on the stall posts.

14. Material Used.

The material used in Superior stalls, pens, etc., is of the best that
money can buy for the purpose. All tubing used in the construction of
our stalls is 1 15/16" O. D. 12 gauge steel tube, which is much superior
to seconds, gas pipe and abutted tube used for this purpose by other
manufacturers.

15. Name Plate.

This device is for the purpose of keeping records of testing, breed-
ing, etc., and will be found a ready reference and a money and time

16. Boltless Clamp.

This stall clamp makes the neatest, simplest, strongest and most
secure joint of any tube connection made. It completely surrounds
the tube, leaving no cracks or crevices to accumulate filth and dust, no
ragged edges, unsightly bolts or nuts to injure the animal or shake
loose, as is the case when stall clamps are secured by bolts. This is

another exclusive feature of Superior Equipment.

17. Individual Mangers.

Made of either steel or cement, raise or lower or lift out partitions,

provides for individual feeding, each cow being allowed to eat at her
leisure her own portion of feed. It also prevents the animal nosing its

feed out of the manger into the feed passages and straining for food
that may be nosed out of her reach. These mangers raise, giving one
continuous trough for cleaning and watering purposes. Superior
Equipment was the first to advocate the high cement manger.
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The above illusti'atiou shows how the steel stalls are set up before putting in the

cement work. After the cement is properly set the stanchions and different attach-

ments are put on the stalls. The Superior Way is the only make of stalls accomplishing

this feature. With other makes it is necessary to put in all the different attachments

before the cement is laid. With the Superior, all that is necessary before the cement is

laid is the stall and stanchion clevis. You can add all the other attachments as you wish,

as they have no connection with the cement.
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No. 49 Superior Sanitary Single Steel Stall, front view, equipped with lift-out man-

ger partitions, neck chains, Superior adjustable round wood sidebar stanchion, name
plate and single bend partition. This illustration also shows a finished end, Style A, used

at the end of a row of stalls or next a passage way. We can supply these any length with

as many posts as required. Note—Finished end Style A.
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No. 50 Superior Sanitary Single Steel Stall, front view, equipped with raise and
lower manger, standard rotating stanchion, swinging post, name plates, and single curve
partition. The illustration shows the manger paitition raised for watering or cleaning,

the stanchion closed and the swinging post open out of the way. An ideal stall for the

dairy cow.
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No. 79 Front view of two Supei'ior sanitary steel stalls, equipped with Superior
adjustable steel side bar stanchions, double curve stall partitions, swinging posts, name
plates, three posts, finished end, and raise and lower manger partitions complete. This
cut gives a splendid view of the high cement mangers, with the lifting partitions.

Note—Finished end, style E.
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No. 51 Superior Sanitary Single Steel Stall, irout view, C(iiiipped with lift-out mesh
manger partitions, restraining or hay rail, neck chains, water bowls, name plates,

Superior adjustable square wood sidebar stanchions open, and double curve stall parti-

tions. A most sanitary, comfortable and dural>le stall for any class of stock, especially

the heavy bieeds.
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No. 52 Siiporior Sanitary SinKl<' Si (!ol Stalls, complete rear view, equipped with

raise and lower mangers, swinging post, neck chains, name plates, Supej'ior adjustable

steel sidebar stanchion, and double bend stall partitions. The illustration shows the

manger partitions in place in the cement manger trough ready for feeding, the swinging

post closed, the stanchion open and neck chains latched up, ready for tieing in the cattle.

This is the highest class cow stall made in America at any price.
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Superior Finished Ends and Gates

Gate No. 53. Is substantially made. The posts, arch, and
gate frame are made of 1 1.5/16" O. D. 12 gauge high carbon

steel tul)e, with cross bars in gate of 1 15/16" 0. D. high carbon

steel tube ; all joints connected with Superior boltless clamps of

highest gi-ade malleable iron; each gate is e(}uipped with

Superior hinges and the Superior positive gate lock. A sub-

stantial, strong gate, well made and designed, finished in

aluminum or black japan.

Finished ends and gates are used at the end of a row of

stalls, or next a passageway. In figure No. 49, page 37, is

shown a finished end, style A. We can supply these any length

and with as many posts as desired ; also style B, which is built

the same as style A, of calf pen pai'titions, illustrated on page

34.

The finished end gates are supplied in any width and

height, the standard height being 28", and width 3' 2", closing

an opening 3' 6".

Finished ends and gates should always be used, as they

prevent the cattle when coming in from entering the feed alleys

and passages.

No. 53 Finished end or passage way gate and frame complete.
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No. 80—Style B.—Superior single stall, consist-

ing of 1 headrail, ] stall post, 1 double bend stall

partition, with 2 Superior boltless clamps, fin

ished in galvanized aluminum or black japan.

No. 82—Style D.—Superior dou

ble stall, consisting of 1 lieadrail,

2 stall posts, I double bend parti-

tion, with 3 Superior boltless

clamps, finished in galvanized,

aluminum or black japan.

No. 81—Style A.—Superior single stall, con-

sisting of 1 headrail, 1 stall past, 1 single bend

stall partition, with 2 Superior boltless clamps,

linished in aluminum or black japan.

No. 83—Style C.—Superior dou-

ble stall, consisting of 1 headrail,

2 stall posts, 1 single bend parti

tion, with 3 Superior boltless

clamps, finished in aluminum or

black japan.
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The above picture is one of Mr. S. G. Kitchen's staliles at St. George, Ontario. Mr. Kitchen produces milk In these stables and has the latest

equipment as to steel stalls and stanchions, water howls, litter carrier, milking machine, etc.

The Most Sanitary, Comfortable, Durable and

Convenient Stable for the Dairy Cow
Two years ago we equipped a large stable for Mr. 8. G. Kitclien,

of St. George, Ontario. Mr. Kitchen breeds ])ure bred Holstein-Friesiaii

cattle of the highest type, and lie hiis as line a stable a.s is iu the

Province- of Ontario, fully equipped with the most modern littings, con-

sisting of cow stalls and stanchions, bull jicns, uuit(Mnity pens, water

bowls and litter carriers, and the cows are milked by milking machines.

Mr. Kitchen has a number of stables and has tried out other makes
of stanchions. We have supplied the littings for three of his .stables,

which speaks well for Superior Sanitary Stable Equipment, and the

letter opposite will tell you just what Mr. Kitchen really thinks of

The Superior Way.

St. George, Ont., Feb. 6th, 1913.

Superior Barn Equipment Co., Fergus, Ont.

Gentlemen:—The installment of your fittings is now completed,
stanchions, bull pens, cow stalls, water basins and litter carrier, and
completed to our entire satisfaction. And if you would ask us to sug-

gest a change, we' do not think we could do so, with the exception of

the price.

Your stanchions certainly entitle you to the prefix Superior to your
name. The gates are the most convenient and substantial that I have
seen on the market, in fact everything is most substantial and erected

in a workmanlike manner. Wishing you the success that you deserve,

I remain.

Yours sincerely, 8. C. KITCHEN.
•44-
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The Toronto City Dairy,

"Potter Farm," New Lowell, Ont.

Messrs. The Superior Barn Equipment Co.,

Fergus, Ontario.

Dear Sirs:—In replying to your letter, I might say that we have
300 cows, tied with three different makes of stanchions, in 100 head
lots. We put your stanchions in the third barn, early last summer, and
we are particularly well pleased with same. One of the main features
is that they are safe, and another that they are strong.

We are certainly pleased in every way with your goods, but more
particularly are we pleased with your business treatment.

Yours truly,

J. BLAIR KETCHEN, Supt.

The picture above shows Superior Equipment. Note the mangers

are up for watering and cleaning purposes. The picture on the right

shows the same stalls with the manger down in place ready for feed-

ing. These two pictures also give a fine view of the finished ends and

finished end gates. There can be no dispute as to the sanitary condi-

tions in a stable like this, or the condition of milk produced in a stable

as shown here. These are Superior fittings, and have been in use for

over two years. You can have your stable just as nice at a very small

outlay.
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No. 61 is a cross section of the elevation of the Superior Sanitary

Steel Stall, manger standing space and manure gutter with measure-
ments specified.

To those who place an order for Superior Barn E(iuipment, we
furnish a complete set of working blue prints, along with full specifica-

lions and instructions for .setting up and in.sf ailing. On the sectional

drawing as shown herewith you will notice that

the measurement of the standiiig space from the

manger curbe to the manure gutter specified 4' 8".

To obtain the best results when laying the cement
floor for a row of young cattle oi' general stock,

the stalls should start at one end, measuring from

the standing space 4', and give the complete row a

gradual taper to the other end, where the stand-

ing space will measure 5'. This is the only prac-

tical way to solve the problem of cleaidiness on

the gutter.
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Superior Safety Bull Pens

With the Superior Safety Bull Pen the herd bull is perfectly secure, providing him with ample room and liberty to

exercise himself, an important feature in every Bull. In a Superior Steel Pen which allows the light and circulation of

pure air and satisfying his curiosity by seeing beyond the walls of his pen, your bull will become quiet and thrive

A very large Bull, perfectly at home In his Superior Pen.

on less feed, he is more easily kept clean and shows off to the best advantage. On the next page you will find a fine

view of a complete bull pen equipped with a Superior Manger Front which is described on page 49.
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bolts, or ragt;.-.! joints, everything clean and secure.
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Superior Bull Pen Manger Front

No. 180 The Superior Safety Bull i'en Manger Front is 6'

high and 3' 4" wide, made of 1 15/16" 0. D. high carbon steel

tube, this frame being webbed with 1 15/16" 0. D. high carbon

steel tube spars, secured at all joints with Superior boltless

clamps. The hay rack is made of a frame of 1" x 14" steel

webbed with Y^" high carbon steel spars set and riveted into

the frame; the rack is hinged to the manger front at the bot-

tom and can be secured at any position from the front by means

oC the side chains.

The tilting manger is made of 18 gauge best Apallo Bloom

galvanized steel sheets, securely riveted to a frame by 1" steel

tees; this manger is hinged at the bottom and regulated by

means of the two chains at either end. Every bull pen should

be equipped with this manger front, as it saves feed and over-

comes any danger to the attendant. It is perfectly sanitary and

durable and is not expensive.
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If there is one thing necessary on a farm where a herd bull is kept, it is a Superior

Safety Bull Pen. No danger to the children, attendants or any of the stock. If a bull is

worth keeping he is worth a Superior steel pen, for the price is not great.
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Superior Safety Bull Pen

The Superior Safety Bull Pens are constructed entirely of

1 15/16" 0. D. high carbon steel tube secured at all joints with

Superior boltless clamps. The uprights are 6' long, which are

placed in the cement floor and secured to the top rail with

Supei'ior boltless clamps. The gates and manger fronts may bo

placed anywhere in the pen, or can be omitted a.s desired.

The Superior Safety Bull Pen Gates are substantially l)uilt,

the arch and gate being made throughout of 1 15/16" 0. D.

high carbon steel tube and the best malleable iron fitlings,

equipped with heavy hinges and the Superior safety double

gate lock. All Superior bull pen gates are made 5' high, and

close an opening 3' 6" ; they are undoulitedly the strongest and

most thoroughly constructed gate made; finished in aluminum

or black japan.

With the Superior bull pen the bull is perfectly secure. At
the same time he has every liberty to exercise himself, an im-

portant featuie to every bull. He is fed and watered from the

outside of pen, thus overcoming any danger to the attendant.

He can be kept clean much easier than with any other method,

and shows off to the best advantage. We build these pens to

measurement, and can supply them any shape oi' size, oi' any

number.
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No. 56 Superior Maternity Pen, Style C. The above pens are a necessity in every

breeder's stable, and are elegant in design, durable, and a money and time saver.
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No. 57 SnpeiioT Maternity F«n Oate, Style C.

No. 56 is built to measurement. The frame is made of

1 15/16" high carbon steel tubing, secured at all joints with

Superior boltless special fittings, stands 5' 1" high. On these

frames panels are secured by clamps; the panels are woven on

1/2" high carbon steel frames, with No. 8 bright steel crimped

wire with IV2" mesh. Above these panels is a railing 16" high,

with I/2" steel spars placed every 4' and secured in the top and

centre tube rails. Finished in aluminum or black japan.

The manger fronts are made with 1 15/16" 0. D. high car-

bon steel tube frame, with 1 15/16" 0. D. high carbon steel tube

spars placed on 8" centres and secured to tube frame with

Superior boltless clamps. Finished in aluminum or black japan.

The hayrack is made of 1" x 3/16" flat steel frame, with

spars of lA" steel securely rivetted into the frame, top and bot-

tom, and equipped with hinges and end chains. Finished in

aluminum or black japan.

Illustration No. 56 on page 52 shows how the headrail of a

row of stalls is connected to the tube frame of pen. We supply

maternity pens also in styles B and D, as shown by the gates,

page 55.

No. 57. Superior Maternity Pen Gates, style G, are made
4' 3" high and close an opening 3' 6"; they are the same as

style C pen partitions, equipped with 1 15/16" 0. D. high car-

bon steel arch, heavy hinges and the Superior safety gate lock.

Finished in aluminum or black japan. These are elegant gogds

and will do credit to the finest stable and stock.
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No. 58 Superior Calf Pen, with stanchion complete. Style B.

The Superior Calf Pens are inade iii styles B. & D. and
are built to measurement.

Style D is constructed ol' .steel tube throughout, the

frame being made of 1 15/16" 0. D. high carbon steel tube
and webbed with 1 5/16" 0. D. high carbon steel tube spars
placed on 6" centres, and secured to the frame with Superior
boltless clamps, finished in aluniinuni or l)lack japan.
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Calf Pen Gate. Style

Style B is constructed of

a 1 15/16" 0. D. steel tube

iraine with a supporting rail

oi; tube running midway be-

tween the top and bottom

rail of frame, and webl)ed

with 1/^" high carbon steel

rods placed on 4" centres,

tinished in aluminum or black

japan.

The stanchion fronts arc so

constructed that any number
oi stanchions may be opened
or closed at one time, or

individually, as desired, by
iluowing the lever connect-
ing the stanchion on the
neadrail; the stanchions can
De set to any desired width.

Superior calf pens are built

to order. We use no light

fence gates in our stat)le

equipment as

others do. Where
litter or feed car-

I'ier ti'aek passes
.;. through the gates,

^^glfwe furnish gate

^fasi^f''!^ posts as shown m

55
No. 59 Calf Pen Gate. Style B.
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No. 80 Superior Hog Pen, swing front. No. 80A Superior Hog Fen partitions. No. SOB Superior Hog Pen gate and arcb.
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Superior Sanitary Hog Pens

Superior steel hog pens are built for cleanliness, sanita-

tion, convenience and durability. Of all domesticated animals

the hog is the most subject to disease, and, as they are pro-

duced for food only, the greatest care should be exercised for

the sanitation of their surroundings, to prevent any infection

or outbi^eak of disease. Superior hog pens are built to accomp-

lish this and make the hog more comfortable.

No. 80 Superior Hog Pen Swinging Front is made of a

panel or frame of 1 15/16" high carbon steel tube, welded with

1/^" high carbon steel spars placed on 3" centres, reinforced in

the centre with 1 15/16" high carbon steel tube. The panels or

swing fronts are hinged at the top to a top rail of 1 15/16" high

carbon steel tube and are equipped with lock and chain to

secure the front either in or out, and where gates or partitions

occur guards are supplied to prevent splashing of feed or the

small hogs from getting through between the swing front and

the post. No. 80-A and 80-B are practically the same as the

style B calf pen ])artition and gates described on ])ages 54

and 55.

67—

Guelph, Ontario,

March 3rd, 1915.

Superior Barn Equipment Co.,

Fergus, Ontario.

Gentlemen:

—

Last year I fitted my liog barn with 15 "Superior"

steel hog pens. I chose this design, first, because of the

added strength and stability given by the %" solid

steel spars, reinforced by a centre length of steel tub-

ing; second, because 1 consider the %" spars are more

in conformity with the size of the stock, and thus

give the stock a better appearance than if standing

behind a larger sized spar or tube.

I find steel pens obstruct no light and believe they

give a degree of strength and durability not obtained

in any other form of fixtures. The gates and fronts

meet every requirement for quick and efficient hand-

ling.

Yours, etc.,

A. B. FALOONBRIDGE.
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Good Investment in the Line of Stable Accommodation

St. Marys, Out., Dec. (ith, 1913.

The Superior Burn Equipment Co.,

Fergus, Ontario.

Gentlemen:

—

We have just completed installing two rows of single stalls with
adjustable rotating stanchions, and we find them very satisfactory,
affording the cows every possible comfort. The fastening is quite
simple, yet perfectly safe.

We think the calf pens are the mo.st complete and satisfactory
that it is possible to have, and think that the Superior ealf pens as
well as the stalls and stanchions, is one of the best investments any
farmer can make in the line of stable accommodation.

Very truly yours,

DUNCAN MacVANNEL.

Alma, Ontario,

February 1.3th, 1915.

The Superior Barn Equipment Co.,

Fergus, Ont.

Dear Sirs:

—

The five calf pens and bull pen which you placed in my stables last

winter have given entire satisfaction, making it much easier to feed

the calves both their milk through the stanchions, their grain in the

feed buckets and their hay in the rack, there being no waste in any
way.

The stalls arc light, airy and easily kept clean. Knowing the

advantages of them, I would not go back to the old stabling for twice

their cost.

Yours sincerely.

JOHN ARCHIBALD.

"Edgewood Farm," Perth, Ont.

February 16th, 1915.

Superior Barn Equipment Co.,

Fergus, Ontario.

Gentlemen:

—

We remodelled our barn in the summer of 1914 and corresponded
with several barn equipment companies and decided on the "Superior
Way," because their manner of doing business so promptly and up-

rightly with such a good, genuine article to put on the market. We
installed a Ifi cow stanchions, 2 horse stalls, a calf pen, a bull pen, and
several other permanent fixtures, and can assure anyone undertaking
the same kind of work that the company is a satisfactory one to deal

with, and their equipment cannot be beaten, as everyone who has seen

our stable says it is perfect.

Wishing the Superior Company every success,

Yours sincerely,

I. 1,. WILSON.
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Tlie advantage of having Superior calf pens and calf stanchion fronts cannot be real-

ized until you have them in practical use. The above picture shows a large installation

of Superior calf pens.
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Calves cannot help but thrive when quartered in Superior sanitary calf pens. Note
the abundance of light, openness of. steel work and the pleasing appearance in general

in the picture shown above. This shows Superior Equipment as it looks in actual use in

one of Mr. S. G. Kitchen's stables, St. George, Ont.
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R. E. No. 1, Waterloo, Ont.

March 6th, 1915.

Mr. Geo. P. Maude,

Fergus, Ontario.

Pear Sir:-

—

I wish to .state that we had our stables equipped with your

goods after having seen a large number of other stables equipped

by different firms. We are well pleased with the whole equipment.

1 wish to particularly mention the extension stanchion, calf pens

and litter carrier, which I think, as your firm's name has it,

"SUPERIOR." I found it a pleasure to deal with your firm.

Yours truly,

ANTHONY GIE8.

The above picture shows part of a large Installation of Superior calf

pens in the stables of Mr. Anthony Gies, St. Jacobs, Ont.

Mr. Gies is a breeder of pure bred Holslein cattle, his herd being headed by the grand stock bull Inka Sylvia Bos, his

grand dam being champion cow of Canada in 1910, making a record of 22300 pounds of milk in one year, a full sister to Inka

Sylvia Bos, who produced 33 pounds of butter in 7 days.

Mr. Gies has a large stable, equipped throughout with Superior fittings. Read Mr. Gies' letter on this page.
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Superior Steel Horse Stall and Horse Stall Fittings

Like the Dairy and Beet indastn-, horse breedinj?

has rapidly come into prominence in Canada the last

few years. The high prices and ready market for

gfxid hornf^ has made this occupation a valuable asset

to the fanner, A g^xxl hoi-se is a valuable piece of

property and liable to many diseases and mishaps,

therefore the nunit scrupulous cleanliness and sani-

tary conditions slu>uld Ix; ol>sei'ved in the housing of

br^rHes.

Superior Steel Hoi-s^- Stalls and Horse Stall

Fittings are designed to meet thcw; requirements.

When you are putting in your horw; stalls put in

Superior. They afford every <^*mfort and prote/d:ion

for the horse, and make it more rjonvenient for tlu*

att*-^|'^^"^ Tbcv art- |»<'ff«-<'fU' wun'trii-v umi] (]<> not

harbor disease germs or shut out the light as do the

old wo^^den stalls; they last a lifetime and add won-

derfully to the appearance of the horse and the stable.

Superior Horse Stall Posts are made of steel,

which is much lietter than c^st iron, which will break

like a pipe stem. You will never live to see a

Siif)f;rior horse stall post broken.

Superior Horse Stall Fittings are easily installed,

the front and back posts l>eing the only parts that are

embedded in the cement. They are shipped all ready

to Hdt up, and will save you much time and mfmey

when installing your stable.

i^'-i us figure with you cm vimv horse stable.
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Superior Horse Stalls Arc Rich In Appearance

Sni>*iloT St««l Op*B Hon* Stall.

Superior Horso Stalls will soon pay for tht>u>selY«>s in the

saving of your eUoiT work and fotnl. Road tho diffeivut

U'tters on page 73 from shrewd business men who have
Superior horse stable fittings installed in their own barns.

SANITARY AND DURABLE AND
A TIME AND FEED SAVER

Superior IU;>. Stalls arx a st«nvi«rvt as to
laterial. work; ;v-.>;iip and r5' - i to a pnt>r\ They
ut» built of heavy materi; island the strain they aiv
s.ibjeeteil to. They are uu iiy built by men who know
what a horse stall should be. and art* eleirantly- tinishtni The
oheapest j^art of a SuiH^rior hors*» stall is the priw. \\%-

build them right and put the weisht into them, and ar\» rx^a^ly

to stand behind them.

\

US»\i ... ...

)itNR»<> stalls.
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stall No. 68

illU

The above illustration shows the Superior open horse stall complete. They arc neat

strong, will last you a lifetime, and arc not expensive.
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No. 62 Superior Horse Stall Manger and Oat Box.

The Superior Open Horse Stall Manger and Oat Box is

of a heavy gray iron frame; the hay manger is made of i^^"

round high carbon steel spars placed on 3" centres, bent to

shape, butted and securely riveted at each end into a 1" x

%" high carbon steel channel frame, which is secured to the

top frame with %" machine screws. These spars are all

braced at the bend on the bottom to prevent spreading.

. The Oat Box is large and made of gray iron and secured

to the top frame with %" machine screws, length of manger
5', width 2' ; each manger is equipped with two adjustable

flanges for securing the manger to the stall partitions.

The whole manger is heavily and strongly built, neat in

design and beautifully finished in brown paint.

Ko. 82 Superior Horse Manger Pan.

No. 82 is made of 18 gauge best Appolo Bloom gal-

vanized steel, solidly riveted and bound all around
with 1" X 3/16" steel frame. This pan is used where a
closed bottom manger is desired, or for feeding cut
feed. It can be readily cleaned and serves its pur-
pose to the fullest extent.

No. 83 Superior Horse Box Stall Manger and Oat Box.

No. 83 is built on the same lines and of the same material

as is used in No. 62. This manger is used in box stalls or

stalls that arc used as passage ways. Finished in brown
paint.
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No. 63, made in a different de-

sign, otherwise practically the
same as No. 64; the bottom rail,

in place of being the deep box
channel binding, is 2" wide x V2"
deep, height 2' 6" at front, height
10" at rear stall post, length 6',

can be made to measurement at an
extra charge. Finished in

brown paint.

S.P.TTlmitli-

No. 63 Open Stall Guard. Style G.

Cut No. 86.

No. 87 is practically the same as No. 86, style P, only shorter, length

being 5' 2". Finished in brown paint.

Cut No. 85 shows the method of placing the wood when guard No. 63,

style G, is used. 2" dressed plank should always be used and land length-

wise in this design of a stable. You can add wonderfully to your horse

stable by installing No. 63 guards and No. 87 stall posts at very little

expense.

We also supply these rear stall posts to measurement when it is neces-

sary to support the ceiling or floor above. When ordering these posts be

accurate as to measurement. No. 87

Bear Stall Post

Style G.
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horse stable at a small cost,

rmgs^^'wT'can please the most exacting

68-
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No. 65 Box Stall Eailing. No. 65A Open Stall Front Guard.

No. 181 Box Stall Gate.

No. 65 Box Stall Railing, and No. 65A Open Stall Front Guard, mado

any length, 2' 6" high, of 1 15/16" 0. D. high carbon steel tube, top rail

secured at each end by W' machine bolts to i/^" high carbon steel channel ends

webbed with l^ " round high carbon steel spars placed on 4" centres and

secured into top rail and riveted into bottom rail.

No. 65 and No. 65A are the same with the exception of the bottom rail.

This rail on No. 65 is made with 2V8" x 1%" box channel, shown on page 63,

iuid on No. 65A is made with 1 15/16" high carbon steel tube, finished in brown

paint.

No. 181 Box Stall Gate is made in two panels, the lower being made of 1"

X 4" x 4' 4" tongued and grooved well season wood, double thickness, with

joints crossed, completely surrounded with 2ys" x 1%" high carbon steel bind-

ing; the top panel is made of a frame of 1 15/16" 0. D. high carbon steel tube

webbed with >4" round high carbon steel spars placed on 4" centres and

securely riveted into bottom channel rail. Equipped with the Superior safety

lock and heavy malleable iron hinges; width 3' 8", height 6' 6", the metal parts

being finished in brown paint, the wood oiled and varnished its natural color.
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No. 88 Corner Hay Rack.

No. 88 Corner Hay Rack, made with

a gray iron frame with spars of %"
high carbon steel tube, spars held in

place by three 1/2" high carbon steel

spars bolted top and bottom, height 3',

distance from wall 20". Finished in

brown paint.

Superior Corner Hay Racks and Oat

Boxes are used in Ijoth open and box

stalls; they add to the appearance of

the stall and arc duiable, where the

first cost is considered. A stall can be

equipped at a small cost with this hay

rack and oat box, stall guard No. 63,

Style G, and stall post No. 87, Style G,

and you have an up-to-date, handy, dur-

able and sanitary stall. Before putting

in your horse stalls get our prices on

your requirements.

li„pmjutij
jj^ gg Harness Hook.

No. 89 IJarnefis Hook, made in mal-
leable iron, made in size of 6", 10" and
14", nicely designed, and finished in

brown paint or black japan.

No. 90 Corner Oat Box.

No. 90 Corner Oat Box, made in one
casting with rolled edge to prevent nos-
ing feed out of box, length of sides 18",
depth 10", finished in brown paint or
black japan.
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No. Bl Column Cap.

No. 91 Colun Cap, made
of gray iron, recessed lor

column and drilled for

pins or screws to prevent

dislodgement ; made in 2

sizes, 31/2" and 4i/o"

;

width 31/2" to 7"; width
41/2" to 8". Finished in

black japan, brown paint,

or aluminum.

No. 92 Column Splice Cap.

No. 92 Column Splice

Cap, made in gray iron in

two sizes, 31/2" and 41/2",

made 12" square and re-

cessed tor column. No 92

cap is used where the gird-

ers Of sills meet or make a

joint. Finished in black

japan, brown paint or

ahmiinuin.

Steel Barn Columns should al-

ways be used in place of the great

cumbersome wooden posts, espe-

cially where cement floors are be-

ing laid, as the cement does not

absorb the moisture in the stable,

and any wood which comes in con-

tact with the cement will soon

become saturated with stable mois-

ture from 6" to 1' above the floor,

and in the course of a few years

will become dosy and rot. Superior

steel barn columns will support

more weight and will outlive half

a dozen wood posts. Steel columns

are sanitary, durable, tidy in ap-

pearance, fireproof, will not sag,

and do not take up the space or

ol).struct the light as wooden posts

do. Sell your timber and install

Superior Barn Columns. You will

he money in pocket.

t?PEKlO

Superior Open Front and Horse Box Stall Posts,

made of heavy tubular steel in lenghts to

measurement required, diameter ZV.

No. 67 Superior Horse Box Stall

Gate Post, made of heavy tubular

steel in lengths to measurement
required, diameter 314", fitted

with 21/8" X 1%" high carbon
steel box channel 4' 4" high to re-

ceive wood partition. Finished in

brown paint.

No. 67A Superior Horse Box
Stall 2-way or Corner Post, same
as No. 67, fitted with 1 extra chan-
nel binding. Finished in brown
paint.

No. 67B Superior Horse Box
Stall 3-way Post, same as No. 67,

fitted with 2 extra channel bind-

ings, finished in brown paint.

No. 93 Superior Hitching or

Tie Post, made of tubulai' steel,

fitted with beautifully designed
cap, tie ring and anchor, length
6', diameter 3I/2", finished in

brown j)aint and bronze. A rich

looking and lieautifully designed
hitching post adds attractiveness
to landscape and buildings when
properly placed, and are very con-
venient.

No. 67 Superior Horse Box Stall
Gate Post, fitted witb cap

and base.
71
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No. 91 Superior Cess Fool.

No. 94 Superior Gess Pool,

made of gray iron, top measure-

ments 14" X 15", cover 13" x

14", outlet 4", can be furnished

with 1 to 4 inlets, finished in

black japan. Cut No. 96 shows

this trap cut through to show

the strainer plate and bell trap.

No. 95 Superior Gutter and Cover.

No. 95 Superior Gutter and Cover, made in gray iron,

in lengths of 5', outside width of flanges 7", width of guttei'

5", width of cover 6", thickness of cover %". Finished in

l>lack japan.

Cut No. 96.

The Superior gutter and trap system is the most perfect where con-

nection is to be made with a sewerage system, and sanitation is of vital

importance.

The gutters have 1/16" of a fall 1o the foot and can be supplied in

units of 5' up to 45'. The gutters are designed with a flange on one end

and a recess on the other end, allowing each section to be interlocked,

the flange entering the recess also on the trap.

Superior horse stable fittings are complete and are built for beauty

in design and appearance and for good service.
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Read What These Men Think of Superior Horse Stalls

Markham, Feb. J 7th, 1915.

The Superior Barn Equipment Co.,

Fergus, Ontario.

Dear Sirs:

—

Thinking that you would wish to know how I like the horse stable

fittings which I purchased from you a year ago (6 stalls and box

stalls), I beg to .say tnat they have given me every satisfaction, and I

believe your horse manger.s will pay for themselves every year in hay

saved. I was also much pleased with your method of doing business.

Sincerely yours,

R. M. ROLPH,
Markham.

Berlin, Ontario,

February 18th, 1915.
The Superior Barn Equipment Co.,

Fergus, Ontario.
Dear Sirs:

—

Last year I installed the Superior horse stalls and fittings in my
liiun. I find them very satisfactory. They are durable and neat and
would recommend them to every man that wants to remodel his horse

stable.

The Company is very prompt and satisfactory in its business

methods.
Yours truly,

H. R. SCHAAF,
Berlin, Out.

Bcachburg, Out., Feb. 15th, 1915.

The Superior Barn Equipment Co.,

Fergus, Ontario.

On October 9th, 1914, we completed our horse barn, in which is

installed the steel fittings received from your Company and bought

from your manager, Geo. P. Maude, whom I find an honest and upright

man to deal with, as everything was just as represented. 1 have had

visitors from far and near to inspect the '
' Superior Way, '

' and all say

it is perfection and reasonable in price, considering its durability and

beautiful appearance.

I would ask you to send your catalogue to the following indi-

viduals, who have decided to build and install steel fixtures next sum-

mer. I remain,
Yours truly,

ALBERT MUNROE,
Renfrew Co., Beachburg, Ont.
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Clean Your Stables the Superior Way
IT'S EASIER WITH A SUPERIOR LITTER CARRIER

Your boy can do the job with a Superior Carrier.

Cleaning stables is a jub that has to be done more oi-

less 365 days in the year, and the old way with the wheel-

barrow is neither pleasant nor easy, especially when the

yard is covered with deep snow, or the yard is muddy and

the manure piled high. It is ikj easy job, especially in the

spring, when your whole time should be taken up on the

land, and the cattle are still in the stable, to have to clean

out thirty or forty head of cattle with a wheelbarrow.

With the Superior Litter Carrier you can eliminate

all this worry and hard work. Your boy can do the jctb

in one-quarter the time, and what was considered drudg-

ery for man with the wheelbarrow will be play for youi-

boy with a Superior Carrier.

Superior Litter Carriers are designed and built on a

scientific basis, and are made from the highest class raw
material. Supeinor Carriers cost more to manufacture

than anj^ other make, and contain many special advant-

ages not found in any other carrier, yet our price to you is

no higher. Insist on a Superior Manure Carrier.
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The illustration above shows how you can push the big

Superior bucket on the overhead track along close to the

gutter. Fill it up with four wheelbarrow loads, push it back

and out of the door on to the swing pole and dump it thirty

or forty feet away from the barn on to a pile or on to a

wagon or sleight, where it can be drawn to the field with the

one handling and one-quarter the trips it would take with

the wheelbarrow.

There is not an implement or machine on your farm that

will save you more time and money and do away with more

hard work than a SUPP^RIOR LITTER CARRIER. Imagine

your boy doing what was formerly a big jol) for a man.

Read Mr. Mulholland's letter below.

Lynden, Ont., Feb. 25th, 1915.

Superior Barn Equipment Co.,

Fergus, Ontario.

Dear Sirs:

—

I take this opportunity to acknowledge my appreciation of your

make of litter carrier which I installed a few months ago. It is with-

out a doubt the "Superior Way" of cleaning stables. I have had the

opportunity of viewing nearly all makes of carriers, and am now fully

convinced that yours is Superior to all others, as it is very simple in

construction yet superior to those of more elaborate fittings. Your

carrier without a doubt is easy to handle. One of my boys, who is

just 13 years old, is able to manage it, taking the manure from the

stable of 20 cows and dumping it on a sleigh to be drawn to the field

every day. I shall always take much pleasure in recommending your

carrier to my friends. I remain.

Yours truly.

AUSTIN MULHOLLAND.
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Cut No. 151 Showing the Snparior Litter Carrier Hoisted.

Special Advantages
The Superior Way.

The standard of quality and PxccUence in finish,
material and workmanship, popular prices and straight,
sound busines.s principles.

Large Travellers.

The traveller.s are considerably larger than those
u.sed on any other standard manure carrier, consequent-
ly a Superior carrier will run more easily on the track.
Traveller Arm.

Designed to prevent the traveller from leaving or
jumping the trai'k. It is impossible for a Superior
manure carrier to jump the track.
Triple Swivel Track Trucks.

This is an important feature in a manure carrier
and provides for easy running on the track. The triple
swivel trucks supplied on a Superior carrier will turn a
curve of 8" radius practically as easily as when run-
ning on a straight track. T hese trucks have two
travellers each in tandem pairs, which distributes the
load on the track. Each traveller has an independent
swivel, thus overcoming any binding on the track when
going around curves.
Large Block Pulleys.

These pulleys are twice as large as those supplied
on any other carrier, making the draught much lighter.
Heavy Bearings.

The front truck has three heavy bearings and the
n'ar truck two. These bearings, being distributed on
the shaft, reduces friction to a minimum and gives the
maximum of wear.
Tripple Purchase.

With the same energy exerted on a Superior car-
rier one-third more weight can be lifted than where
double purchase is used or three times the weight where
single purchase is used.
Bucket Trip.

The trip on a Superior bucket is completely out of
the way of the manure, which prevents it from becom-
ing clogged and mussed up as is the case with other
makes where the trip is on the bucket.
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Special Advantages
Chain Guide.

This device positively prevents the chain frmn
coming off the wheel, when lowering the bucket.
Hoist Lock.

As the bucket is elevated this lock will hold every
fraction of an inch that is gained in the elevation in

summer or in frosty weather. The heavier the load the
harder it holds and will never slip, allowing the load
to descend, as is so often the case with other makes of
carriers. This lock is very simple, there being im
brake bands, teeth cogs, ratchets or springs to get out
of order or repair. To lower the bucket simply raise
the lock till the bucket descends.
The Ball.

This is an important feature in a manure carrier.
It adds stability and rigidness to the buiket and pro-
vides for the bucket dumping or discharging either way
and positively locking both ends of the bucket instan-
taneously. When a Superior bucket is locked on one
end it is locked on both ends, to stay locked till re

leased by the operator. No accidental dumping witli

the Superior carrier as is so often the case with other
makes.
The Bucket Lock.

Is completely out of the way of the manure and is

perfectly protected from the weather, the working
parts being completely covered.
Steel Ends.

Superior buckets are built with galvanized steel

end, reinforced with heavy high carbon steel. No woo<l
is used whatever in the construction of this carrier.
Elevated Ends.

The ends of the bucket are elevated higher than
the sides to prevent the manure from dripping down
the ends when the bucket is full.

Reinforced Comers.
The corners of the bucket are all reinforced with

special malleable castings, securely riveted to the
frame of the bucket, which adds considerably to the
life and wear of the bucket.

THE ZjJp^^^Q?. WAY

Cut So. 162 Showing the Superior Litter Carrier Damped.
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Cut No. 164 Showing the Hoist Lock and Hoisting
Device, also the Travellers, Traveller Arms

and Shaft Bracket.

Special Superior Advantages
Open Spiral.

In using triple purchase ou Superior carriers the hoisting chain is secured to the centre
of the windlass shaft, consequently the chain is taken up on the shaft in a very open spiral,

overcoming any rubbing or overlapping, as is so objectionable in other carriers.

Bucket Keinforcement.
All Superior buckets are reinforced with heavy high carbon angle steel, solidly riveted

to the galvanized iron with tinned rivets.

Elevation.
There is no space wasted in elevating a Superior carrier. The bucket can be raised to

the windlass shaft and by using the straight chain lift the bucket can be raised to the maxi-
mum height, there being no hand wheel or rigid mechanism projecting below the bucket, as
is the case in other makes of buckets.

Chain Lift.

With the straight endless chain lift, a boy or man can utilize his energy to much better

advantage in elevating the load, as he has a straight pull downward, which is not the case

with a windlass lift, where the whole energy is exerted from the shoulder. The operator
does not take the same risk as to injury when the bucket is being lowered as with a crank
or windlass lift, the crank, revolving at a high speed, striking anything which may come in

contact with it.

Windlass Shaft.

The windlass shaft is made of heavy polished, cold rolled machinery steel shafting,

which is far superior to tubing or gas pipe used for this purpose in other makes of carriers.

Drive Wheel.
The drive wheel used on a Superior carrier for hoisting the load is simply a sheaved

chain sprocket. There are no worm gear drums or spur gears to get out of order, as is used

by other makes of chain lift carriers.

Material Used.
The material used in Superior carriers is galvanized iron, steel and malleable iron. The

bucket is made of 18 gauge best Apollo Bloom galvanized iron. This is two gauge heavier

than other makes. All other parts are made of the toughest malleable iron and high carbon

steel, the travellers and drive wheel being the only parts made of gray iron.

The Bucket.
The Superior bucket is the largest standard bucket on the market. It is 4' long, 2"

wide and 2' 3%" deep. It is water-tight and will hold about 18 cubic feet of manure. It is

slightly wider at the top than the bottom, which allows it to dump its contents perfectly

clean, and is well balanced on heavy maileable gudgeons, being solidly riveted to the

reinforced steel ends. It is put together entirely with heavy tinned rivets, which is much
superior to nails used in the manufacture of wood end buckets.
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Cut No. 169 Superior Three-way Switch.

THE SUPERIOR SWITCH

Is a block switch automatically closing-

the open tracks. It is a unit in itself and
can be hung- by the track hanger bracket
or the extension hanger. It is operated

conveniently from below, no matter how
high the track may be. Both the two-way
and three-way switches are reversible and
can be operated as conveniently right or

left. It is made entirely of malleable iron,

which is much superior to gray iron cast-

ings used by other makers.
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Superior Track
THE STRONGEST AND MOST SCIENTIFIC LITTER CARRIER TRACK ON THE MARKET

Designed by us, rolled from high carbon

steel by our own rolls, for Super-

ior Carriers only. The word ^>t»%^ c•TTr.T7m/-^n -r I

c • It J H^wH SUPERIOR Track is
Superior is rolled on ^^U^^m

every section of ^KH ^^^ ^^^'^^^ ^^"^'* ^^''"*''

track. ^^I^H track in existence to

erect. No bolts, nuts

or buttons, simply a

smooth track.

Cut Ko. 157 Sliowing Superior Track with Hangers and Track Coupling.

THE SUPERIOR LITTER CARRIER TRACK
Is the heaviest track for the purpose on the market. It is 2" deep with heavy 7/16" round beads top and bottom. The beads

are perfectly round, giving the minimum of friction to the grooved travellers and offering the least surface for the accumula-

tion of snow or sleet. The hangers slide on the bottom bead of the track and support the track on each side of the webb to

the top bead, consequently there are no holes in Superior track to weaken it and accumulate dust and filth as in other makes.

It is the handiest track in existence to erect and can be readily bent right in the barn for any curve, no heat being required

to bend it.
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Superior Track Hangers and Brackets

Under test one Superior hanger and bracket with 1 foot of track and the rear

truck of the car carried a load of 1,200 lbs. and did not bend, crack or break. With
the hangers placed every three feet on the track the load is distribvited on 2^
hangers at all times. The above test gives the Superior track and hangers, when pro-

perly put. up, carrying capacity of 3,000 pounds.

Superior Litter Carrier Outfits are built for service.

Cnt No. 160 Superior
Extension Hanger.

THE SUPERIOR EXTENSION HANGER

The strongest, simplest, most convenient

and most secure adjusting hanger made.

The Superior Extension Hanger has no

threads or nuts, as is used by other makes,

to work loose with the continuous jarring

caused by the carrier as it passes over the

track. The hangers can be nailed to the

joice at any angle and can be taken up or

let down as desired to meet the differences

of the joices and sills. With the Superior

F^xtension Hanger you do not use scant-

ling and bracket work to hang your track

to.

THE SUPERIOR TRACK
HANGER

Can be placed anywhere on

the track, there being no bolts

or buttons to come loose or

break off, as is so objectionable

with other makes of hangei's.

The Superior hanger will adapt

itself to the requirements in

your stable, whether the joiee

or sleepers are irregular as to

space or whether they run with

or at any angle with the track.

Note cut No. 157.

Cut No. 161 Superior
Track Hanger
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Superior Swing Pole and Track Hinge

"The only hinge made that will allow the bucket to

run out on the pole at an angle ol' 45 degrees, eithei- to

the right or left."

The pole hinge is the one big featui'c in a litter car-

]ier outfit.

Cat No. 158 Superior Pole Hinge, Straight, with Main Track.

The Superior Pole and Track Hinge

Is the only hinge on the market which really serves the pur-

pose to the fullest extent for which it is intended. It is strong

and simple in design, there being no springs or trappings to go

wrong and give trouble. It is supported at all times on the

centre of the hinge, no matter where the pole is swung. Your
Cut No. 156 Superior Pole Hinge Swung to the Bight

at 46 Degrees.
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Cut No. 163 Showing the Car Making the Curve on
the Superior Swing Pole and Track Hinge

Swung at an Angle of 15 Degrees.

carrier will run out over this hinge swung at an angle of 45

degrees, either to the right or left, comparatively with as much
ease as when running on the straight track. Your carrier will

never leave the track on a Superior hinge. With other makes
it is necessary to swing the i)ole in line with the track, then run

your carrier on to the pole and swing the pole to the desired

position, dump the load and swing the pole back again before

you can run the carrier back on the main track.

A Superior Litter Carrier Outfit is the most complete on

the market.

With a Superior Swing Pole

outfit you can put the manure anywhere you wish in the yard

within range of the pole. It is the most complete device for

carrying the track in the barnyard or to the manure pit, as there

are no posts used to support it, and the manure can be distributed

to a radius of whatever length of pole you use.
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Superior Feed Carriers

Superior Feed Carriers

are built in either wood or

steel; one end sloped or

two ends sloped to raise

and lower, or not raise and
lower. The standard size

is, length 5', width 2',

depth '2', capacity from

IS to 20 bushels.

Cut No. 167 Superior Kaise and Lower Feed Carrier, Steel, both

Ends Sloped.

Superior Feed Carriers are built to carry big loads. They

will save you money in time, in feeding, etc., as large quanti-

ties of ensilage, cut feed, grain and roots can be conveyed

with ease down the feed passages and fed to the stock from

each end at one time. With the Superior Way feeding, you

will save 15 to 20 trips at a load to what you could do with

the feed basket.

Cut No. 168 Superior Feed Carrier, Not to Raise and Lower.
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Superior Feed Truck and Milk Conveyors

^ ^-^ ^
Out No. 169 Superior Feed FlDor Truck, Capacity 20 Bushels.

Superior Feed Floor Trucks are built for big loads and

are used for conveying- feed, etc. They are well balanced

and large quantities of ensilage, grain, roots, etc., can be con-

veyed with very little effort. The wheels are so arranged

that the track can be turned in its own length.

Superior Milk Can Conveyors are the handiest and most

economical contrivances for conveying the milk from the

stable to the dairy or in the factory. Roll the car along on

the overhead track, attach the cans to the conveyor, hoist

them up and they can be easily removed to the milk house, or

where desired. Built to raise and lower or not to raise and

lower.

Cut No. 170 Superior Milch Can Conveyor.
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"Superior'' Litter and Feed Carrier Equipment Embodies More Original Practical

Advantages than any other equipment made and is manufactured from the highest class

raw material obtainable. Put in your Superior Carrier now and clean your stables the

Superior Way, abolish all the hard disagreeable work of cleaning your stables the old way.

The Superior Way will more than pay for itself this season.

There is only one Practical Way and that is the Superior Way.

Lindsay, R. R. No. 2.

Superior Barn Equipment Co.,

Fegus, Ont.

Gentlemen:

—

I might .say I am very proud of your carrier. It work.s line and

dandy. I remain,

Sincerely yours,

A. POGUE,
Lindsay.

Tlie Big Superior Carrier In Mr. Cbas. Moser's Stables, Berlin, Ont.
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A Litter Carrier Outfit Will Save You More Money and Hard Work
Than Anything I Know Of

If you are thinking of installing a Litter Carrier, I want you to in-
vestigate the advanced ideas embodied in my Superior Carrier. These features
of advantage are the ideas and advice gleaned from the leading stockmen and
dairymen of this country who have had practical experience with other makes of
Carriers. The result of this valuable advice is put right into my Superior
Carrier: —the large travellers for easy and smooth running; the triple swivel
trucks to prevent binding; the large bearing on wearing surfaces; the rounded
I beam track for easy running and preventing the accumulation of snow and ice
on the running surface; the sliding hangers so that they can be placed any-
where on the track, the indented extension hanger to overcome any dislocation
or displacement of such; the solid steel track, giving the fall capacity of
strength and preventing the accumulation of dust and dirt; the simple hoist,
giving speed and lifting capacity; the sure simple hoist lock; the steel end
bucket; the positive look bucket; a bucket trip that is not in the way of the
manure; a bucket that will discharge either way; a swing pole hinge that would
allow the car to pass over the track when swung at an angle of 45° either right
or left; a block switch, and many other features which you will find embodied
in my Carrier. This Carrier will serve you to better advantage, will give you
less trouble, and will cost you no more than other makes. If there is one
thing on a farm that is a necessity it is a good Manure Carrier, and there is

no reason why you should not have one. Discard the old way for the Superior
Way and you will make one of the best investments you ever made.
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The al)ove illustration f^ixes a gootl idea of how the Suix'iior Way will lake the

manure forty feet from the door. Note how the manure has accumulated around the

door with the wheelbarrow method before the carrier was installed.
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This picture shows how easy it is to take out four or five h'\^ wheelbairow loads with
one trip on the overhead track the Superior Way. It is not necessary to put your hands
near the manure with a Superior carrier.
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Note the Comfort, Light and Cleanliness in the View Ahove.

Lindsay, Ont., March (itli, 1915.

Superior Barn Equipment Co., Fergus, Ont.

Gentlemen:—It affords me great pleasure to write you in regards
to the Superior stable fittings which you installed in our barn one year
ago. Might say that I have not seen their equal either in neatness,
safety or durability, and have not had one animal get loose with the

stanchions. As to the bull pen, I consider it as good an invostmont as

any man can make who keeps a herd bull. I have not dealt with a

Company that was any more courteous and willing to do anything in

their power to help and satisfy their customers.

Be Posted—Read What These Practical Men
Who Are Using My Superior Fittings

Think of Them

"Ever (ireen Home,"
Newton Brook, Nov. 27th, 1913.

Till' Superior Way,
Fergus, Ontario.

Dear Sirs:

—

Two years ago we decided to remodel our stable, and after exam-
ining various stables equipped with wood and steel fittings, we con-

cluded that the steel was superior to any other.

After learning that the Superior Way fittings had improvements
not found in others, we installed twenty-four stall and stanchions, and
after giving them a thorough test we come to the conclusion they were
the most sanitary and up-to-date fittings on the market. Several of

our neighbors have also installed them after seeing ours

In conclusion, I take much pleasure in saying that I have never
dealt with a more honorable Company, and I am sure that anyone
intending to remodel their stables should certainly not overlook the

Superior Way.
Yours sincerely,

(Signed 1 R. J. RISEBROUGH.

Yours truly, TROTTER BROS, per H. Trotter.'
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J-'ournier, Ont., Nov. 24th, 1913.

The Superior Barn Kquipment Co.,

Fergus, Ontario.

Dear Sirs;

—

In regard to the stalls which I bought of you last spring, I feel

[ileased to tell you that I recommend them highly.

I am told by people who visit my stable that I have the iK'st and
most sanitary stable in our part of the country. There is no doubt
but what you have the best and most up-to-date steel stalls and stable

equipment made.
The rotating adjustable stanchion seems to please all who see them

when they come into my stable to see the largets cow to the smallest

calf tied with them. For instance, when I brought in my young stock

this fall, one pulled her head out of a seven inch bale, and in less than

a minute I had it closed down to five inches and had the animal
secured.

I strongly advise any stable to be fitted up with cement floors,

mangers and Superior Equipment.

Don^t Waste Your Own Good Years

Trying to Solve Stable Problems That Other

Men Have Already Solved

Yours truly,

RICH.\RD HARKINS.

And why should you attempt to think out these methods,

when the hard thiiiking, the experimenting:, has already been

done for you, when for a trifling cost you can seeiire the

actual working ideas and plans of the foremost stock and

dairymen of to-day, all ready to set up in your stables.

Co-operate With The Superior Way

Foster, Quebec,
February 22nd, 1915.

Superior Barn Equipment Co.,

Fergus, Ontario.

Dear Sirs:

—

Having furnished my stable with "Superior Barn Equipment"
last summer, I take this way of expressing my satisfaction of the same.

It certainly is a great time and labor saver, besides being a pleasure to

take care of stock in a barn equipped in this way. I also want to

state that I found the (.company perfectly upright and fair to deal

with.
.

Sincerely yours,

J. AETHUE ALI.EN,

Foster, Que.
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Stall No, 23

Special.—With this Sanitary Steel Stall, no man
who keeps cows can afford to put in wood. This stall

is modern and complete, being made of 1%" 0. D.

tube, secured at all joints with heavy malleable

clamps. This stanchion is the celebrated Superior

standard, equipped with gravity lock, lock open de-

vice, swivel top and chain bottom.

Single stalls include 1 stall post, 1 stall partition,

1 head rail, 2 stall clamps, 1 Superior standard stan-

chion, 1 swivel top attachment, 1 bottom attachment,

and 1 cement clevis, finished in black japan.

This stall can be supplied either single or double,

with either single or double bend stall partition, and

any stanchion we make, including the Superior

adjustable.

Write ior prices.

stall No. 23, Special.
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Always Look for This Mark in Stable Equipment

ALL SUPERIOR GOODS BEAR THIS MARK •

THERE IS NO OTHER LINE JUST AS GOOD

THE STANDARD QF QUALITY AND EXCELLENCE IN FINISH, MATERIAL AND WORKMANSHIP

THE SUPERIOR BARN EQUIPMENT COMPANY
FERGUS CANADA

GEORGE P. MAUDE, Manager.
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